Institutional Space
Gold Award
POLY Starry Star Town
Company Name:
C&C DESIGN CO.,LTD.
Project Designer:
彭征、謝澤坤、謝紫山、鄭瑾萱
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
21,528 sq. ft.

Located in the riverside of Wanlv Lake,
Starry Sky Town is the branch of Heyuan City
Library. Taking the stars as inspiration, it is
gathering the nature and human resources
for making the core public green space and
enjoying living in “all ages landscape lifecircle”. The dome structure creates a classic
atmosphere to the book bar, the light goes
through the round hole in the roof. Vertical
lines converge at the skylight, comes into
being a metaphysical beholding. The nebula,
as the most aesthetic objects in the universe
with a future-sense flow line, makes the
lobby become light and soft. The tone of 3F
is dark colors, a future sense device forming
an energy wall. Different dimension mirror
creates the more fuzzy and interesting visual
experience.

Institutional Space
Excellence
Probiosis between
Contemporary Art and
Clinic
Company Name:
DA INTEGRATING LIMITED
Project Designers:
魏展文
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
5,759 sq. ft.
The client is a chain dental clinic with a history of over 15 years, requesting a new brand space with renewed visual identity, spatial structure
and humanistic aesthetics, so as to dispel the depression and anxiety brought by conventional dental clinics. Contemporary art and a
sense of technology are balanced, meeting the demands for upgrading healthcare consumption. The designers adopted the concept of
“contemporary art gallery” to integrate the medical space and contemporary art. With natural, geometric and artistic elements intertwined in
the white space, the project offers a peaceful, comfortable and warm dental experience.
The project uses minimal resources to create a space with optimal comfortable functions, light environment and an organic, resilient
microclimate. It features high-level cleanliness, low maintenance cost and artistry, setting a model for post-pandemic spaces.

Excellence
Bank Negara Indonesia
(BNI), Tokyo Branch
Company Name:
NIKKEN SPACE DESIGN LTD
Project Designers:
Yoshimasa Toyama (Senior Designer),
Jingwen Zhou (Designer),
Yuiko Suzuki (FF&E),
Koji Takenaka (PM)
Project Location:
Japan
Site Area:
2,476 sq. ft.

The project is a relocation of the Tokyo branch of the national bank of Indonesia, Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI). The client sought an innovative
space that would serve multiple functions, including a bank branch, a social space for investors to gather and share ideas, and a showroom
to promote the richness and warmth of Indonesian culture and its people. Our approach was to create an inviting space in the city center
that maximizes its appeal to interact and engage with the large number of people passing through Tokyo daily. The complex requirements of
the project included incorporating both Japanese and Indonesian aesthetics, showcasing modern Indonesian innovation, offering luxurious
hospitality, and integrating BNI’s corporate colors of orange and Tosca green into the space. The multifaceted appearance represents the
very spirit of BNI, connecting Indonesia and Japan while reflecting the bank’s goal to become a global bank takes roots in local communities.
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Institutional Space
Excellence
Library of Lixia District
Company Name:
Vantree Design
Project Designers:
許牧川、蔡敏希、楊尚釗、張仲寧、
何東禧、盧啟鈞
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
48,584 sq. ft.

The library is located in Lixia District of Jinan, Shandong Province, surrounded by cultural, educational and creative commercial resources.
As one of the eight venues of the cultural and archives center, the library occupies the 2nd to 4th floors on the southwest of the center.
In response to the theme of sharing and the trend of the era, we started from people’s perception and experience, optimized the sight
relationship in the space, placed space nodes, added functional spaces, reorganized people’s social behavior, and promoted the realization
of shared knowledge.
As a iconic urban cultural building, we hope to create a center that gathers local residents. The library provides a place for residents to
develop good reading habits, and facilitates them to carry out various social, cultural, entertainment, and sports activities, and builds sharing
community.

Excellence
Unfinished Symphony
Company Name:
Karv One Design
Project Designers:
Director Designer: Kyle Chan;
Main Designer: Jacky Wan，盧偉鴻，黎抒敏，
李珍清，潘鍇，李振堂，梁鑫，岑鳳婷
Project Location:
China
Site Area:
16,146 sq. ft.
As a former industrial base of China, Changchun City
has many old factories to be abandoned. The heritages
completely preserved have carried memories of generations.
In the renovation design of the Changchun Tractor Factory,
we took “Unfinished Symphony” as the theme, used the
cultural power of Yanjiyou Bookstore to innovate the times
memory, and adapt the sustainable concept into the urban
renewal, seeking innovation in heritage conservation and
building reuse. The huge dome installation, combined with
the spiral staircase, puts the condensed architectural form
into the space, creating a ritual sense of time and memory.
The design narrates the collision between cultural fashion
and industrial power from a unique perspective, showing a
different innovation from traditional old renovation projects.
The project has also become a model for industrial urban
renewal in the Northeast China.

